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LOWLIGHT TABLE is a new addition to the family of beautiful and timeless dining tables from the Danish
dk3. The new table in dk3's "The Solid Wood Collection" is like its predecessors, constructed of solid
wood with a steel base.
The open gently sloping base provides a soft contrast for the solid wood tabletop. The table top is
designed with a new rounded edge profile with a light slope matching the base.
LOWLIGHT TABLE's base, which is available in black or grey powder-coated steel, creates stability and
ensures perfect seating to the table.
The two-piece table top is available in several wood types and various dimensions. The table top if
finished with either a soap or oil treatment or as a new alternative, grey oil that provides a beautiful and
user friendly surface that matches the modern shades. The table can be expanded at any time with
extension leaves.
The designer behind LOWLIGHT TABLE is dk3's owner, Jacob Plejdrup in collaboration with Ole
Kristoffersen. Jacob Plejdrup has previously designed the successful dk3_3 TABLE and TREE TABLE,
which bears a close resemblance to the new LOWLIGHT TABLE.
All dk3's products are produced at dk3's carpentries in Denmark by the industry's most skilled hands, and
the final product is a beautiful combination of natural elements, steel and classic Danish furniture
tradition.
LOWLIGHT TABLE
Design: Jacob Plejdrup and Ole Kristoffersen, 2014
The table is available in solid walnut, smoked oak, oak and wild
oak treated with soap, oil, white oil or grey oil. Furthermore the
base is available in either grey or black lacquered steel. The table
is available in height 72 cm, width 100 cm and lengths of 180
cm, 200 cm, 240 cm, 270 cm and 300 cm, with up to 2 leaves
each 50 cm.
All parts are produced in Denmark.

For more information and pictures, please visit www.dk3.dk under "press / downloads"
or contact us at apl@dk3.dk / tel. 0045 2176 8807.
Best regards
dk3 ApS
Ann Plejdrup
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